Characteristics of broadband access on building electric wiring network

The telecommunication technology PLC (Power Line Communication) is researched in given article. The method of calculation of frequency characteristics of telecommunication channel formed on base of building electric wiring network is proposed. The interference in PLC TS (transmission system) and achieved by PLC TS data transmission rate are calculated for typical network fragment under the different conditions. References 8, figures 7, tables 1.
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1. Introduction

In recent years the technologies of data transmission on electric power supply networks, including building electric wiring networks, are developed rapidly. These technologies are called PLC. The most popular applications of PLC technologies are smart grids and broadband access.

For effective adoption PLC technologies on Ukrainian broadband networks it is necessary to develop science-based recommendations regarding designing and maintenance of PLC equipment and networks taking into account specificity of domestic electric wiring networks. For creation of such recommendations there is necessity to develop methods of PLC networks modeling and to evaluate these networks characteristics and data transmission rates achieved on these networks.

2. Main body

Building electric wiring network has branched structure in general case. As an example the typical structure of building electric wiring network is given on Fig. 1. This network consists of wire segments (1), connections (2), joints (3), mounting devices (4) and loads (5) – electric energy consumers. The entrance shield (6) is set on building input. Domestic building electric wiring networks are build commonly on ППВ and АППВ types wires.

The building electric wiring network modeling method based on decomposition of branched building electric wiring (BBEW) circuits and creation of scattering matrix \([S]_\Sigma\) is used. According to this method it is necessary to compose equivalent circuit of building electric wiring network as connection of elementary multipoles for building electric wiring circuits transmission parameters calculation.

Figure 2 shows the decomposition model of branched building electric wiring network, the structure of which is shown in Fig. 1.

The best manner of multipole transmission parameters describing is to use scattering matrix.

To calculate elements of scattering matrix \([S]_\Sigma\) of connection of two multipoles with scattering matrix \([S]_1\) and \([S]_2\) the formulas (7) are used:

\[
S_{11\Sigma} = S_{111} + S_{121}(E - S_{112}S_{221})^{-1}S_{112}S_{211}
\]

\[
S_{12\Sigma} = S_{121}(E - S_{112}S_{221})^{-1}S_{122}
\]

\[
S_{21\Sigma} = S_{212}(E - S_{221}S_{112})^{-1}S_{211}
\]

\[
S_{22\Sigma} = S_{222} + S_{212}(E - S_{221}S_{112})^{-1}S_{221}S_{122}
\]

(1)
where $E$ – the identity matrix. The third index $(1, 2)$ in expressions (1) is owned respectively to the scattering matrix of the first and the second multipoles. In a general case $S_{ij1}$ and $S_{ij2}$ at $1 \leq i, j \leq 2$ can be either elements or scattering matrix blocks.

Using of decomposition method and formulas for calculation the elements of scattering matrix of complicated multipoles based on known elements of simple multipoles scattering matrixes [3, 7] made it possible to formulate an algorithm for calculation transmission parameters of BBEW, which consists of next steps:

1) composition the BBEW block diagram;
2) carrying out the decomposition of the BBEW in several simplest components;
3) calculation the scattering matrix of each component, that is a part of BBEW [3 – 7];
4) calculation the scattering matrix of first group of two components connected among ourselves in the direction from the input to the output pole using the formulas (1);
5) calculation the scattering matrix of the block of first components group (step 4) and connected to it the next component using the formulas (1);
6) continuing creation of groups of connected components and calculation the scattering matrix of them. Finishing of group creating while connecting the last component which have the output pole;
7) calculation transmission parameters of BBEW between different poles based on the values of the BBEW scattering matrix elements, that is defined in points 1 – 6.

Note. Attenuation $a_{ij}$ and phase $\phi_{ij}$ between different input $(i)$ and output $(j)$ of BBEW poles is determined by known formulas [3, 7]:

$$a_{ij} = 20 \lg \left( \frac{1}{S_{ij}} \right), \quad \phi_{ij} = -\arg S_{ij}. \quad (2)$$

The knowledge of building electric wiring circuit scattering matrix makes it possible to define transfer function in all possible signal propagation directions and return losses on the input and output poles of the building electric wiring network [3, 7].

As an example the building electric wiring network fragment shown on Fig. 3 is considered. This fragment consists of segments of ППВ 2x4 type wire (length 10 m) and ППВ 2x2.5 type wire (lengths 2.5 m and 7.5 m).

The calculated frequency characteristics of attenuation $\alpha$ between the considered fragment poles 1 – 8 in frequency range 1 – 32 MHz for different loads on poles are given on Fig. 4.

Using the method published in [1], the interference in PLC TS when working on the considered building electric wiring network fragment was calculated for such given data:

- frequency plan 25 MHz-PB [2];
- number of used subcarriers $n=235$;
- number of first used subcarrier $m=21$;
- number of samples in an orthogonality interval $N=512$;
- number of samples in a guard interval $L=32$;
- power spectral density (PSD) of transmitted signal according to [8];
- loads on all poles of the given fragment are $Z_w$, SC or OC.

The results of the calculations of dependence of the ratio $h$ of the effective values of the interference and the signal at the input of the receiver on subcarrier number $l$ and number of sample $k_T$, from which the signal processing begins in the receiver, for the case of OC load on all poles of the given network fragment are shown on Fig. 5. The corresponding parameter $h$ dependence on subcarrier number $l$ at the optimum $k_T$ (on the criterion of minimum of arithmetical mean of value $h$ across all subcarriers) is shown on Fig. 6.

Using method published in [2] the maximum achieved number of bits that can be delivered over
a OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) symbol period on each subcarrier of the PLC TS and maximum achieved PLC TS data rate when working on the given network fragment are defined taking into account calculated interference (Fig. 7, Table 1).

![Fig. 5. The parameter h dependence on l and kT for the considered network fragment (all loads are OC)](image)

![Fig. 6. The parameter h dependence on l at the optimum kT for the considered network fragment (all loads are OC)](image)

![Fig. 7. Dependence of the maximum achieved number of bits, that can be delivered over a OFDM symbol period on subcarrier of the PLC TS, on subcarrier number at power spectral density of noise: a) minus 140 dBm/Hz; b) minus 100 dBm/Hz](image)

**Table 1. The maximum achieved PLC TS data rate, Mbit/s, when working on the given network fragment (frequency plan 25 MHz-PB)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load</th>
<th>Power spectral density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- 140 dBm/Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zw</td>
<td>155,469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>105,156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC</td>
<td>82,578</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Conclusion

The developed method allows calculating achieved PLC TS data transmission rate on building electric wiring network of arbitrary topology. The analysis of calculations results demonstrates that data transmission rate on building electric wiring network depends on building electric wiring network topology and loads on the network poles significantly.
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